
Tuesday 5th October 2021
LO : to use expanded noun phrases





•What sort of text is this?
• Is it fiction or non-fiction? 



•What can we learn from ‘how’ ? 

• How usually gives instructions

•What other ways can you find out how to 
do something?

•Where would you look to know how to bake 
a cake? Or to play a game?  



Instructions



•What have we learnt how to do recently 
that we could write instructions for? 

•Mummification! 



Title

What you’ll 
need

Method/ Instructions. 
Broken into steps 



-table
-bandages
-hook
-knife
-natron 
(salt)
-canopic jars
-sarcophagus
-tomb



Our 'You will need' list must use expanded noun 
phrases so that our reader gets the correct 
equipment...

What type of hook? How can we describe it?
A long, thin hook made from metal.



A large, wooden table that is 6ft long



Now it’s your turn…
Turn all the nouns ( items you will need) 
into expanded noun phrases



Wednesday 6th October 2021
LO :To write a set of instructions 
for the Mummification process







• ‘Why mummies were wrapped’ doesn’t give 
us much detail .

•What did we do yesterday to add more 
detail? 

• Use expanded noun phrases.  



Our instructions need to have…

• Title

• Introductory sentence 

• You will need

•Method







Now you’re going to write out:

-Your title
-Opening sentence
-Your ‘You will need’ 



Thursday 7th October 2021
LO :To use imperative verbs and 

adverbs



What’s the problem with these 
instructions?

• 1. Put the body on a table.
• 2. Put a hook in the nose to get the brain out. 
• 3. Make a cut.
• 4. Take out the internal organs.
• 5. Put them in canopic jars.
• 6. Put natron all over the body and leave it to dry out.
• 7. Put linen or sand in the body to give it a human shape.
• 8. Wrap the body in bandages.
• 9. Put the body in a sarcophagus.

• They do not give enough information 



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NVSqtGWX_
UI

• List all the Imperative verbs ‘bossy words’ you hear 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NVSqtGWX_UI


Friday 8th October 2021
LO :To use fronted adverbials and 

conjunctions



A good set of instructions will have...

Fronted adverbials of time

Tells your reader when to do each step/ what order

When an adverbial is at the front, it needs a comma after it!

For example: 

1. Firstly, carefully lay the body on the table 

2. Then, quickly shove a hook up it’s nose



A good set of instructions will have...

Adjectives

Describe objects

What adjectives could you use to describe the objects in your 
instructions?

For example: 

1. Firstly, carefully lay the heavy body on the table 

2. Then, quickly shove a long, pointy hook up it’s nose



A good set of instructions will have...

Conjunctions

Add more information to each step

What adjectives could you use to describe the objects in your 
instructions?

For example: 

1. Firstly, carefully lay the heavy body on the table until it’s 
flat 

2. Then, quickly shove a long, pointy hook up it’s nose, when
you hit the brain stop.



Now it’s your turn to up-level your 
instructions from yesterday…

For example:

Carefully lay the body on the table

1. Firstly, carefully lay the heavy body on the table until it’s 
flat 

Quickly shove a hook up it’s nose

2. Then, quickly shove a long, pointy hook up it’s nose, when
you hit the brain stop.

Add a fronted 
adverbial Add an adjective

Include a conjunction



Monday 11th October 2021
LO :To edit and write up 

instructions



Open your General Books and we’ll edit 
together  ( C.P.S.M.V) 

C

-beginning of sentences

-names

-no random

Let’s change this one…

firstly, gently lay the dead Body (face upwards) on a large, sturdy 
table so that it will not move.

Now check yours



P

- commas after fronted adverbials

- full stops at the end of each step

-apostrophes

Let’s change this one…

2. Secondly insert a tiny hook through one nostril in order to 
gradually pull out the brain

3. Then, slowly remove the internal organ's including the liver 
intestines stomach and lungs but leave the heart inside.

Now check yours



S

-spellings spelt accurately 

3/4 

through

heart

though

Possessions

Key words

canopic

sarcophagus

mummify

stomach

Pharaoh

Now check yours



M

- tense

- person

- trim it, alter it, add in

Let’s change this one…

4. After that, carefully the organs go into five decorated, big, gold 
canopic jars and put lids back on tightly because if you don't then 
all of the organs might rot.

Now check yours



V

- Are there any words you can up-level?



Write up your instructions on papyrus paper.

If you didn’t finish on Friday don’t worry I have some example ones 
to copy or use to help. 

Double check your CPSMV


